
 
 
   
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

  

NBC Today Show Correspondent Coming to Carter Library 

Authors You Won’t Want to Miss 
 

 
Atlanta, GA. – NBC Today Show correspondent Bob Dotson is coming to the Carter Presidential Library 

this Wednesday, April 17
th
 at 7:00 pm for a free special program and book signing. For the six million 

people who watch the Emmy Award–winning “American Story with Bob Dotson” on NBC’s Today 

Show, Dotson’s reports celebrate the inspirational stories of everyday Americans. Dotson has been 

crisscrossing the country for more than forty years in search of people who have quietly but profoundly 

changed our lives and our country for the better.   

    Bob Dotson is one of the best and most engaging storytellers you’ll ever hear. Co-sponsored by Wells 

Fargo Private Mortgage Banking and Dorsey Alston Realtors, the program will be held in the Carter 

Center’s Cecil B. Day Chapel. Following his talk, Dodson will be signing copies of his new book, 

American Story: A Lifetime Search for Ordinary People Doing Extraordinary Things. A Cappella 

Books will have copies of American Story available for purchase and signing. 

    Also coming up….. 

 

April 20 at 10am….Destination Station 

Take an exciting look at the International Space Station with NASA Space Station expert Martha Hess. 

Fun for the whole family. FREE 

 

April 23 at 7:00pm….Bret Witter…co-author of Until I Say Good-Bye 

Susan Spencer-Wendel’s Until I Say Good-Bye: My Year of Living with Joy is a moving and inspirational 

memoir by a woman who makes the most of her final days after discovering she has amyotrophic lateral 

sclerosis. Co-author Bret Witter will discuss Susan’s account of living a full life with humor, courage, and 

love, but also accepting death with grace and dignity. FREE 

 

April 24 at 7:00pm…. Brandt Ayers....In Love with Defeat: The Making of a Southern Liberal 

The journey of writer and publisher Brandt Ayers took him from the segregated Old South to a newly 

minted civilization, the New South. The journey was one of controversy and danger a racist nightrider 

murder, taut moments when the community teetered on the edge of mob violence. FREE 

 

April 25 at 7pm....Gyanendra Pandey... A History of Prejudice: Race, Caste, and Difference in India 

and the United States 

Gyanendra Pandey, the leading subaltern historian, examines the multiple dimensions of prejudice in two 

of the world's leading democracies. This is a book about prejudice and democracy, and the prejudice of 

democracy.  FREE 
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 For more information, call 404-865-7109. You can keep up with the Carter Library events on the Jimmy 

Carter Presidential Library page on Facebook and follow the CarterLibrary on Twitter.  If you wish to 

unsubscribe to these news releases, simply email tony.clark@nara.gov and put “UNSUBSCRIBE” in the 

subject line. 
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